
 

EUROLITE LED Light Liner
LED beam effect with RGB color mixing, stroboscope effect, and IR remote control

Art. No.: 51918225
GTIN: 4026397658088

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397658088

Weight: 3,25 kg

Length: 0.29 m

Width: 0.29 m

Heigth: 0.31 m

Description:

Fascinating light show in RGB

The LED Light Liner by Eurolite is a professional beam effect that comes equipped with a total
of 27 high-performance 1.5-watt LEDs in the basic colors red, green and blue creating
impressive mirror ball effects with razor-sharp beams in colorful RGB mixes in clubs, bars and
all kinds of party locations. The rotation speed can be adjusted continuously.

The LED Light Liner works with 8 preset programs. In the automatic mode, the preset light
programs are played fully automatically without any further adjustments on your part.
Alternatively, you can choose the sound-controlled mode via the built-in microphone with
adjustable sensitivity. You can also synchronize multiple devices using the master/slave mode.

Apart from the preset programs, the LED Light Liner can also be controlled via 3 or 6 DMX
channels. For the addressing and settings such as color mixing and direct color selection for 9
preset colors 
you can either use the 4-digit LED display and operating buttons on the rear of the device or the
supplied IR-26 remote control. 

The LED Light Liner comes in a sturdy all-metal enclosure with adjustable bracket as well as an
IEC mains input and a feed-through output for daisy-chaining up to 8 units.

Features:

- Precision lenses fill the room with razor-sharp linear beams in RGB colors
- Rotation speed variably adjustable
- RGB color blend, color change and strobe effect
- Mains input and output for power linking up to 8 units
- 27 powerful LEDs 1,5 W high-power 3in1 TCL RGB
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- Multi beam effect; flower effect
- 8 integrated show programs
- Direct color selection for 9 preset colors
- The device is cooled by cooling fan
- Control via DMX; IR remote control; Sound to light via Microphone; Master/slave function; stand-

alone

- Preprogrammed in Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain
- With a beam angle of 120°
- With Mounting bracket
- Very quiet working noise
 Package contents
- 1 x light effect, 1 x user manual, 1 x power cord, 1 x remote control, 1 x battery, 1 x xLR cable

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 50 W

IP classification: IP20

Lamp type: LED lamp

LED: 27 x 1,5 W high-power 3in1 TCL RGB

Flash rate: 0 - 20 Hz

DMX channels: 3; 6

DMX input: 1 x 3-pin XLR (M) mounting version

DMX output: 1 x 3-pin XLR (F) mounting version

Cooling: Cooling fan

Control: DMX; IR remote control; Sound to light via
Microphone; Master/slave function; stand-alone

Preprogrammed in: Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain

Beam angle: 120°

Beam angle (1/2 peak): 120°

Housing color: Black

Attachment system: Mounting bracket

Dimensions: Width: 25 cm

 Depth: 23,5 cm

 Height: 25 cm

Weight: 2,60 kg

Noise classification: Class 1 (very slight noise, suitable for noise-
sensitive environments)

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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